Choice Of Quality Anodized Finish On All Exposed Aluminum Parts.
Note: Colors May Not Be Exactly As Shown.
Cut And Sheared Edges Will Be Bare Aluminum.

Standard Finish
- Clear
- Black

Custum Finishes
- Champagne
- Light Bronze
- Bronze

Clear Powder Coat and Acrylic Paint Available

Dimensions Are In Inches
Standard Tolerances Apply
Unless Otherwise Indicated

- Tempered Glass
  1/8 in. (3mm) Thick

- Cylinder Mill Height
  From Bottom Of Post
  3'-6" [1067]

- Top Gap
  1 1/2" [38]

- Continuous Clearance
  8" [203]

- Stacked Door Width
  7" [178]

- Clearance From Track
  1/2" [3]

- Stacke
  Door Width
  7" [178]

- Solid Aluminum Half Panel

- Bottom Gap
  1 1/4" [32]

- Finished Floor

- Dustproof Socket
  Set Into Floor

- Bottom Adjustment Aluminum Panel


- Track Pin

- Alignment Bar

- Track
  1 3/8" [41]
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